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摘  要 
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The theme of this thesis is "A research about the Education of Civic and 
Etiquette in Taiwan Area ".From the view of regional history, this thesis will discuss 
the education of civic and etiquette in Taiwan area during Japanese colonial 
government and Taiwan's Restoration period. At the same time, this thesis will focus 
on political and social factors what bring about changes.  
Taiwan and mainland China are closely interrelated. The major ethnic groups, 
culture and beliefs of Taiwan come from the mainland of China. The tradition of civic 
and etiquette in Taiwan area during Japanese colonial government and Taiwan's 
Restoration period also inherit Confucian culture. With the rise of the sense of 
nativeness, Taiwan authorities implement policy of "Eliminating-Chinese-culture 
".Moral level is descending, and etiquette culture is in danger of disappearing. 
Therefore, this thesis will try to be good at promoting the moral construction. 
This paper contains six Chapters: 
Chapter One: Introduction. This chapter contains "The origin of the research", 
"The motives and purpose of the research", "The range of research ", "The methods of 
research ", "The development of Taiwan", and so on. 
Chapter Two: Education of etiquette and custom. This chapter contains "The 
introduction of etiquette ","The etiquette education of Confucianism", "The etiquette 
of daily life in ancient China", "The life etiquette in ancient China", "The education of 
etiquette during Japanese colonial government", "The education of etiquette after 
Taiwan's Restoration". 
Chapter Three: Education of citizen and morals. This chapter contains " The 
introduction of education of citizen", "The education of morals", "The education of 
citizen during Japanese colonial government", "The education of citizen during the 
Republic of China Period ","The education of citizen after Taiwan's Restoration 
",and so on. 
Chapter Four: Changes of etiquette in daily life. This chapter contains "The 
introduction of etiquette of daily life", "The changes of etiquette on diet", "The 















changes of etiquette on traffic"," The changes of etiquette on education", "The 
changes of etiquette on entertainment", and so on. 
Chapter Five: Changes of life etiquette. This chapter contains “The changes of 
etiquette on grown-up ceremony ", "The changes of etiquette on wedding", "The 
changes of etiquette on burial", "The changes of etiquette on sacrifice", and so on. 
Chapter Six: Development of education of etiquette at present. This chapter 
contains "The social Phenomenon at present", "The education in family life ","The 
moral phenomenon at present", "The development of Social education on etiquette 
",and so on. 
Conclusion: this chapter will give a summary of this thesis, and throw out some 
suggestions on the education of civic and etiquette. 
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第一章  绪论 











































第二节  研究动机 
中国是一个文明古国，更是一个礼仪之邦，中国人制礼、遵礼、守礼的历史
悠远留长，1949 年退守台澎金马的“中华民国政府”，也一直以中华传统伦理
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